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The End of Pain
Breaking the Cycle of Chronic Pain and Depression

DR. GaRy KaPlan, DO, with DOnna BeeCh

One of the country’s top integrative doctors radically rethinks why we get sick, how we stay 
sick, and how we recover.

About 100 million Americans live with some form of chronic pain—more than the combined number 
who suffer from diabetes, heart disease, and cancer. But chronic pain has always been a mystery. It 
often returns at the slightest provocation, even when doctors can’t find anything wrong. Oddly enough, 
whether the pain is physical or emotional, traumatic or slight, our brains register all pain as the same 
thing, and these signals can keep firing in the nervous system for months, even years.

In The End of Pain, Dr. Gary Kaplan argues that we’ve been thinking about disease all wrong. Drawing 
on dramatic patient stories and cutting-edge research, the book reveals that chronic physical and emo-
tional pain are two sides of the same coin. New discoveries show that disease is not the result of a 
single event but an accumulation of traumas. Every injury, every infection, every toxin, and every emo-
tional blow generates the same reaction: inflammation, activated by tiny cells in the brain, called microg-
lia. Turned on too often from too many assaults, it can have a devastating cumulative effect.

Conventional treatment for these conditions is focused on symptoms, not causes, and can leave patients 
locked into a lifetime of pain and suffering. Dr. Kaplan’s unified theory of chonic pain and depression helps 
us understand not only the cause of these conditions but also the issues we must address to create a 
pathway to healing. With this revolutionary new framework in place, we have been given the keys to recover.

DR. GaRy KaPlan, DO, is a pioneer of integrative medicine and one of just 19 physicians board-certified in both family 
medicine and pain medicine and practices in McLean, VA. A clinical associate professor at Georgetown University and 
director of the Kaplan Center for Integrative Medicine, he has also served as a consultant to the NIH. He has been featured 
on Fox News, Good Morning America, NBC News, and NPR, as well as in the Washington Post, the New York Times, and 
the Wall Street Journal. He lives in Fall’s Church, VA.

DOnna BeeCh is a New York Times bestselling and award-winning collaborator whose work includes The Ghosts in 
the Wires, The Heartmath Solution, and The Everyday Advocate.

MaRKetinG

• National author publicity

• National radio interview campaign

• National print features and reviews

• Online advertising

• Advertising in Rodale magazines

• Online publicity and promotions

• Rodale News feature

• Tie into author’s lecture schedule

• Promoted in Rodale magazines and e-newsletters 
and on Web sites

• Promoted across Rodale syndication partners

• Promoted on author’s Web site, KaplanClinic.com

May
iSBn 978–1–62336–275–1

haRDCOveR $26.99/$29.99 Can.

health

6" 3 9"

272 pages

E-book ISBN: 978–1–62336–276–8
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The Family Cooks
100+ Recipes Guaranteed to Get your Family Craving Food that’s Simple, 
Fresh . . . and incredibly Good for you

lauRie DaviD 
ReCiPeS By KiRStin uhRenhOlDt 
FORewORD By Katie COuRiC

a call to action for parents, kids, and anyone who eats to start cooking their own meals again

For families, eating right has become a monumental challenge. Cultural messages convince us that 
we no longer have time to cook, and food marketers spend billions persuading us that packaged, pro-
cessed food is convenient, satisfying . . . and the key to happiness. Half of all our meals are now eaten 
outside the home. The result? Skyrocketing rates of heart disease and diabetes and unprecedented 
levels of childhood obesity. This crisis is movingly portrayed in author and activist Laurie David’s new 
documentary (coexecutive produced with Katie Couric), Fed Up!

Luckily, we have a solution: Studies have clearly shown that eating home-cooked meals reduces obe-
sity and develops lifelong healthy eating habits. There is an exciting movement afoot that involves a 
skillet, a few good knives, and some fresh ingredients: Home cooking is making a comeback.

In The Family Cooks, David inspires parents and kids to take control of what they eat by making it 
themselves. With her longtime collaborator, Kirstin Uhrenholdt, David offers more than 100 recipes that 
are simple, fast, “low in the bad stuff and high in the good stuff,” and designed to bring kids into the 
cooking process. The authors also demystify cooking terms and break down basic prep techniques, 
creating stress-free meals that foster health, togetherness, and happy palates. The Family Cooks is the 
ideal companion for unseasoned chefs of all stripes, whether they’re parenting or being parented.

lauRie DaviD is the producer of the new documentary Fed Up! and produced the 2006 Academy Award–winning 
documentary An Inconvenient Truth. She is also the author of the bestselling Stop Global Warming and of The Family 
Dinner. The recipient of numerous honors, including the Producers Guild of America’s Stanley Kramer Award, a 
Humanitas Prize Special Award, Glamour’s Woman of the Year, and the Audubon Society’s Rachel Carson Award, 
David has been featured on Oprah, Good Morning America, The Today Show, CNN, Fox News, and MSNBC.

MaRKetinG

• National author publicity

• National radio interview campaign

• National print features and reviews

• Online publicity and promotions

• Rodale News feature

• Social media via author

• Promoted in Rodale magazines and e-newsletters 
and on Web sites

• Tie into promotion for Fed Up! documentary

• Promoted on author’s Web sites, LaurieDavid.com 
and TheFamilyDinnerBook.com

May
iSBn 978–1–62336–250–8

haRDCOveR $25.99/$29.99 Can.

COOKinG

71⁄2" 3 91⁄8"

272 pages

65 color photographs

E-book ISBN: 978–1–62336–251–5
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iRules
Syncing Family values with the Digital age

Janell BuRley hOFMann

tech enlightenment and empowerment, enabling parents to create iRules for their own families

As Janell Burley Hofmann, mother of five, wrapped her 13-year-old’s iPhone on Christmas Eve, she 
was overwhelmed by questions: “Will my children learn to sit and wonder without Googling? Should I 
know their passwords for online accounts? Will they experience the value of personal connection without 
technology?”

To address her concerns, she outlined boundaries and expectations in a contract for her son to sign 
upon receiving his first cell phone. When Hofmann’s editor at The Huffington Post posted the contract, 
now known as iRules, it resonated on a massive scale and went viral, resulting in a tsunami of media 
coverage and requests. It quickly became apparent that people across the country were hungry for more.

In iRules, Hofmann provides families with the tools they need to find a balance between technology 
and human interaction through a philosophy she calls Slow Tech Parenting. In the book, she educates 
parents about the online culture tweens and teens enter the minute they go online, exploring issues like 
cyberbullying, friend fail, and sexting, as well as helping parents create their own iRules contracts to fit 
their families’ needs. As funny and readable as it is prescriptive, iRules will help parents figure out when 
to unplug and how to stay in sync with the changing world of technology, while teaching their children 
self-respect, integrity, and responsibility.

Janell BuRley hOFMann is a parent coach who writes about parenting and technology for The Huffington Post; 
has a weekly spot on “American Public Media Marketplace,” NPR, as tech etiquette consultant; and has been covered 
by major national media, including Good Morning America. She lives in Sandwich, MA.

MaRKetinG

• National author publicity

• National radio interview campaign

• National print features and reviews

• Online publicity and promotions

• Multiple features on Rodale News

• Tie into author’s speaking schedule

• Promoted in Rodale magazines and e-newsletters 
and on Web sites

• Promoted on author’s Web site, JanellBurleyHofmann 
.com

May
iSBn 978–1–62336–352–9

haRDCOveR $19.99/$22.99 Can.

PaRentinG/teChnOlOGy

51⁄2" 3 87⁄16"

240 pages

E-book ISBN: 978–1–62336–353–6
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May
iSBn 978–1–62336–060–3

haRDCOveR $24.99/$28.99 Can.

SPORtS/GOlF

51⁄2" 3 87⁄16"

272 pages

16 pages of black-and-white photographs

E-book ISBN: 978–1–62336–061–0

MaRKetinG

• National radio interview campaign

• National print features and reviews

• Local author publicity in Georgia

• Advance Access and Goodreads.com promotions

• Timed to release for 2014 NCAA tournaments

Castoffs to Champions
how a team of no-names took on the Powerhouses of College Golf and 
won it all. twice.

JOSh GReGORy with tRiPP BOwDen

an inspiring underdog tale of tiny augusta State university’s unlikely rise to top of the col-
lege golf world, by the team’s charismatic former coach

In Castoffs to Champions, coach Josh Gregory (with the help of writer Tripp Bowden) tells the improb-
able, inspiring story of how he led the golf team at tiny commuter college Augusta State University—a 
team with virtually no budget, comprised mostly of players who weren’t even recruited in their own home 
state or country—to upset victories over college golf’s most powerful and prestigious schools en route 
to consecutive Division I National Championships (2010 and 2011), becoming the first team to repeat 
as champions since 1984–85. Castoffs to Champions is a story of a team forged as a sort of brother-
hood and of the power of collective belief. And it’s also about Coach Gregory’s unorthodox but highly 
effective coaching methods, which empower young men to achieve beyond their abilities and, most 
important, to believe that the impossible can and does happen.

JOSh GReGORy was named the Golf Coaches Association of America’s National Coach of the Year in 2010 and 
2011 after leading Augusta State to the first back-to-back college golf titles since Houston accomplished the feat 
in 1984–85. In his nine seasons at Augusta, Gregory produced 11 All-American selections. He is now the head men’s 
golf coach at Southern Methodist University, his alma mater. He lives in Dallas.

tRiPP BOwDen is a writer, advertising executive, and former collegiate golfer whose first book, Freddie & Me 
(optioned for film in 2010), chronicled his experiences as the first full-time white caddie in the history of Augusta 
National Golf Club, home of the Masters. He lives in Augusta, GA.
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We the Eaters
if we Change Dinner, we Can Change the world 

ellen GuStaFSOn

a rousing call to transform the global food system by choosing what’s on our plates

The implausible truth: Over one billion people in the world are hungry and over one billion are over-
weight. Far from complete opposites, hunger and obesity are in fact different manifestations of the same 
problem: It’s increasingly difficult to find and eat nutritious food. By examining the global industrial food 
system using the deceptively simple template of a classic American dinner, We the Eaters not only out-
lines the root causes of this bizarre and troubling dichotomy but also provides a blueprint of actionable 
solutions—solutions that could start with changing out just a single item on your plate.

From your burger to your soda, Gustafson unpacks how even the hyperlocal can cause worldwide rip-
ples. For instance: American agricultural policy promoting corn and soybeans in beef farming means we 
feed more to cows than to hungry people. This is compounded by the environmental cost of factory 
livestock farming, rising obesity rates, and the false economics of unhealthfully high meat consumption. 
The answer? Eat a hamburger—just make it a smaller, sustainably raised, grass-fed one.

Gustafson—a young entrepreneur, foreign policy expert, and food policy advocate—delivers a wake-up 
call that will inspire even the most passive reader to take action. We can love our food and our country 
while being better stewards of our system and our health. We the Eaters is nothing short of a manifesto: 
If we change dinner, we really can change the world.

ellen GuStaFSOn is a sustainable food systems activist and social entrepreneur. She is the cofounder of Food 
Tank: The Food Think Tank and lectures around the world on global food issues. The cofounder of FEED Projects and 
the FEED Foundation, which have provided more than 60 million school meals to children in need, Gustafson has 
also worked at the U.N. World Food Program, ABC News, and the Council on Foreign Relations.

May
iSBn 978–1–62336–053–5

haRDCOveR $24.99/$28.99 Can.

FOOD/health/POlitiCS

51⁄2" 3 87⁄16"

256 pages

15 illustrations

Two-color throughout

E-book ISBN: 978–1–62336–054–2

MaRKetinG

• Confirmed feature in Women’s Health

• National author publicity

• National radio interview campaign

• National print features and reviews

• Online publicity and promotions

• Rodale News feature

• Social media via author and Women’s Health

• Tie into author’s speaking schedule

• Advance Access and Goodreads.com promotions

• Promoted on author’s Web sites, EllenGustafson.com 
and FoodTank.org
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The Beekman 1802 Heirloom Vegetable Cookbook
100 Delicious heritage Recipes from the Farm and Garden

BRent RiDGe anD JOSh KilMeR-PuRCell anD SanDy GluCK
PhOtOGRaPhy By Paulette tavORMina

the Beekman Boys return with a gorgeous, lushly illustrated collection of heirloom-vegetable-
based recipes

When Josh Kilmer-Purcell and Brent Ridge abandoned the big city for a goat farm, what started as a 
personal inquiry into natural living and reconnecting with the earth exploded into a wildly successful 
enterprise, Beekman 1802, named after their historic home. World-renowned for its handcrafted goat’s 
milk soaps and artisanal Blaak cheese, the organic lifestyle brand now has taken over the Beekman 
gardens as well. The Beekman 1802 Heirloom Vegetable Cookbook is a delectable yearlong trip through 
the Beekman vegetable bounty and is packed with simple, delicious, and seasonal vegetable-forward 
recipes that will have readers counting down the months to green shoots every year.

Readers will find a stunning package featuring tomato jam and refrigerator dilly beans; salt-roasted 
new potatoes and corn cake stacks with arugula and Cheddar; marinated hangar steak and lima bean 
salad and grilled beets with ricotta, watercress, and almonds; and much more. With more than 90,000 
Facebook fans and almost 20,000 Twitter followers who follow their every move, the Beekmans are fast 
becoming a household name that immediately conjures up on-trend images of vintage country, upscale 
Americana. The Beekman 1802 Heirloom Vegetable Cookbook is fresh, informal, and vegetable-forward 
rather than vegetarian: omnivores welcome, and suitable for everyone.

BRent RiDGe anD JOSh KilMeR-PuRCell are the founders of Beekman 1802, a company based around their 
60-acre farm in upstate New York. They’ve been called the next Martha Stewarts by Epicurious and the fastest-
growing lifestyle brand in America by NASDAQ. Season 21 winners of The Amazing Race, they are the authors of The 
Beekman 1802 Heirloom Dessert Cookbook and live in Sharon Springs, NY.

MaRKetinG

• National author publicity

• Author tour

• National radio interview campaign

• National print features and reviews

• Online publicity and promotions

• Rodale News feature

• Social media via authors

• Promoted in Rodale magazines and e-newsletters 
and on Web sites

• Promoted on authors’ Web site, Beekman1802.com

May
iSBn 978–1–60961–575–8

haRDCOveR $32.50/$37.50 Can.

COOKinG/veGetaBleS

8" 3 10"

288 pages

75 color photographs

E-book ISBN: 978–1–60961–576–5

Also available:
The Beekman 1802 Heirloom Dessert Cookbook,  
ISBN 978–1–60961–573–4
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Thinfluence
thin-flu-ence (noun): the Powerful and Surprising effect Friends, Family, 
work, and environment have on weight

walteR willett, MD, DrPh; MaliSSa wOOD, MD; anD Dan ChilDS

a guide to recognizing and combating the external factors that cause weight gain and make 
it difficult to lose weight

Tackling a weight problem is often viewed as a personal responsibility that requires making healthier 
choices. The latest research, however, shows that external factors—from family and friendships to adver-
tising and the workplace environment—make an equal, if not greater, contribution. Just look at the stats: 
A person’s chance of becoming obese increases by 57 percent if a close friend is obese, 40 percent if a 
sibling is obese, and 37 percent if a spouse is obese.

That’s where Thinfluence comes in. Through a research-based examination of various social, environ-
mental, and policy-based issues, renowned Harvard researchers Dr. Walter Willett and Dr. Malissa Wood 
examine how relationships, workplace, media, and other factors are affecting readers’ weights. Thinfluence 
doesn’t tell readers to ditch their friends and family, change jobs, or move to another state. It offers a clear 
three-step action plan—analyze, act, influence—for readers to identify hidden factors affecting weight, 
develop a personal toolbox to combat external effects, and become positive influences on others around 
them.

walteR willett, MD, DrPh, is a professor of epidemiology and nutrition and chairman of the department of nutri-
tion at Harvard School of Public Health and a professor of medicine at Harvard Medical School. His bestselling book 
Eat, Drink, and Be Healthy helped change the USDA Food Pyramid. He lives in Cambridge, MA.

MaliSSa wOOD, MD, is a clinical cardiologist and staff physician at Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston, 
codirector of the Corrigan Women’s Health Program, assistant professor of clinical medicine at Harvard Medical 
School, and the lead investigator of the HAPPY Heart trial. She lives in Concord, MA.

Dan ChilDS is the managing editor of medical coverage for ABC News. He lives in New York City.

MaRKetinG

• National author publicity

• National radio interview campaign

• National print features and reviews

• Online publicity and promotions

• Social media via authors and Harvard Health 
Publications

• Tie into authors’ lecture schedules

• Promotional support from Harvard Health 
Publications, including newsletters, e-newsletters, 
and blogs

• Promoted in Rodale magazines and e-newsletters 
and on Web sites

• Promoted on author’s Web site, DrMalissaWood.com

May
iSBn 978–1–62336–015–3

haRDCOveR $26.99/$31.00 Can.

health

6" 3 9"

320 pages

E-book ISBN: 978–1–62336–016–0
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Counterclockwise
My year of hypnosis, hormones, Dark Chocolate, and Other adventures in 
the world of anti-aging

lauRen KeSSleR

a frank, funny exploration of the anti-aging movement and what staying young really takes—
and means

At this moment, one in three Americans is entering midlife, and many are wondering, “How did I get 
to be this old?” Plenty will turn to miracle creams, injections, fillers, and surgery to reverse the hands 
of time, but Kessler investigates the largely unexplored side of anti-aging: what it takes to be younger, 
not just look younger. Guided by an open but pleasantly skeptical mind, a thirst for adventure, and a 
sense of humor, she investigates America’s youth obsession and decides, on a very personal level, what 
to do about it. She is at once the careful reporter, the immersion journalist, the self-designated lab rat, 
and a midlife woman who is not interested in being as old as her driver’s license insists she is.

Counterclockwise is a lively quest to discover how to maintain stamina, vitality, fortitude, and creativ-
ity right to the very end.

“the human smile is an anti-gravity device. Kessler’s delightful, witty book actually takes 20 years 
off your face!” —Mary Roach, author of Stiff and Gulp

lauRen KeSSleR is the author of seven works of narrative nonfiction, including My Teenage Werewolf, Pacific 
Northwest Book Award winner Dancing with Rose (published in paperback as Finding Life in the Land of Alzheimer’s), 
Washington Post bestseller Clever Girl, and Los Angeles Times bestseller The Happy Bottom Riding Club. She directs 
the graduate program in multimedia narrative journalism at the University of Oregon. She lives in Eugene, OR.

May
iSBn 978–1–62336–374–1

PaPeRBaCK $14.99/$16.99 Can.

MeMOiR/SelF-helP/aGinG

51⁄2" 3 87⁄16"

256 pages

E-book ISBN: 978–1–60961–348–8

MaRKetinG

• Print feature campaign

• Online publicity and promotions

• Promoted on author’s Web site, 
CounterclockwiseBook.com

nOw in 
PaPeRBaCK!
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your Body Is your Barbell
Get into the Best Shape of your life using nothing But your Own Bodyweight

BJ GaDDOuR, CSCS

the most efficient and effective exercises for a leaner, more muscular physique

With Your Body Is Your Barbell, a reader will have no excuse not to get into the best shape of his or 
her life . . . simply, easily, and in just 6 weeks in the convenience of his or her own home.

Metabolic training expert BJ Gaddour, CSCS, whom Men’s Health magazine calls one of the 100 fittest 
men of all time, has created a remarkably efficient and effective body-transforming workout and nutrition 
program based on just a handful of simple moves, the Bodyweight Eight. These no-equipment-required 
exercises are all one needs to build a strikingly symmetrical, perfectly proportioned, and classically 
beautiful physique, just like BJ’s.

Once readers master each legendary fitness feat with perfect form, they will use BJ’s scalable, step-
by-step progressions to go from ground zero to superhero. From these exercise variations, readers can 
construct hundreds of personalized workouts. Dozens of sample routines are already demonstrated 
through big, bold how-to photographs within the book and organized by goal, duration, intensity, and 
targeted body zone. This is the only book a man or woman needs to achieve the body he or she has 
always wanted anywhere . . . and without gear.

BJ GaDDOuR, CSCS, is a master of metabolic training and an expert on bodyweight-only exercise. The CEO of 
StreamFIT.com, he is the creator of the bestselling Men’s Health DeltaFit 82-Day Speed Shred System set of eight 
DVDs. He lives in Milwaukee.

May
iSBn 978–1–62336–383–3

PaPeRBaCK ORiGinal $24.99/$28.99 Can.

FitneSS

71⁄2" 3 91⁄8"

320 pages

80 color photographs

E-book ISBN: 978–1–62336–384–0

MaRKetinG

• Confirmed feature in Men’s Health

• Fitbie and Rodale News articles on publication

• National print features and reviews

• Online publicity and promotions

• Social media via author and Men’s Health

• Promotional support from StreamFIT.com and Men’s 
Health.com

• Simultaneous direct online-marketing campaign

• Promoted on author’s Web site, BJGaddour.com

m
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Shape Up Sisters!
what it took for My town in america’s Fattest and Poorest State to lose 
15,000 Pounds

linDa FOnDRen

Straight talk and a simple, easy-to-maintain diet and exercise plan for people who think they 
don’t have the money or time to lose weight

Linda Fondren, one of 11 children born to a single mother in the poorest and fattest state in America, 
watched the consequences of obesity ruin her sister’s life—and was motivated to open an all-female gym 
in her hometown of Vicksburg, MS, with the motto “positively reshaping women.” Then, witnessing how 
many middle- and low-income Vicksburg residents were brought up short in their fitness and health efforts 
by limited budgets, time, and access to resources, Fondren responded by striking at the root problem. In 
2009, she spearheaded Shape Up Vicksburg, a City Hall–supported program in which she convinced the 
local hospital to offer free health screenings, restaurants to create healthy low-cal menu options, and 
Walmart to host weigh-in stations. Fondren signed up more than 2,500 Vicksburg residents to take charge 
of their health and nutrition—many of them for the first time. They lost more than 15,000 pounds.

Shape Up Sisters! is a get-healthy prescription for regular people with jobs, budgets, and real-life chal-
lenges. Fondren offers tactics to incorporate exercise into daily activities, delicious recipes and menus 
to for eating healthfully on a budget, and motivation for a major attitude shift. She wraps it all in her 
empowering personal story and the uplifting tales of women who have changed their lives by following 
her simple strategies.

With Fondren’s approachable personality and practical advice, Shape Up Sisters! is both an easy-to-
use guide and a bold statement in the greater national narrative about improving health and weight loss 
across socioeconomic lines.

linDa FOnDRen owns and manages Shape Up Sisters, a fitness company for women based in Vicksburg, MS. She 
is a certified personal trainer and is on the board of the Vicksburg Chamber of Commerce. In 2010, she was named 
a CNN Hero for her work with Shape Up Vicksburg. She lives in Vicksburg with her husband.

MaRKetinG

• National author publicity

• National radio interview campaign

• National print features and reviews

• Online publicity and promotions

• Rodale News feature

• Local author publicity in Mississippi

• Promoted in Rodale magazines and e-newsletters 
and on Web sites

May
iSBn 978–1–62336–144–0

PaPeRBaCK ORiGinal $14.99/$16.99 Can.

FitneSS/weiGht lOSS

51⁄2" 3 87⁄16"

224 pages

E-book ISBN: 978–1–62336–145–7
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JUnE
iSBn 978–1–62336–164–8

PaPeRBaCK ORiGinal $21.99/$24.99 Can.

SPORtS/CyClinG

71⁄2" 3 91⁄8"

304 pages

10 illustrations

25 black-and-white photographs

Two-color throughout

E-book ISBN: 978–1–62336–165–5

MaRKetinG

• Confirmed feature in Bicycling

• Print feature campaign

• Online publicity and promotions

• Local author publicity in Portland, OR

• Rodale News feature

• Social media outreach and other promotional support 
from Bicycling

• Simultaneous direct online marketing campaign

Bicycling Big Book of Cycling for Beginners
winning Strategies, inspiring Stories, and the ultimate training tools

tORi BORtMan

the indispensable, must-have guide for anyone looking to gear up and start pedaling

Bicycling is undergoing a renaissance in this country as millions of people are taking to the streets in 
this nostalgic, beloved pastime. From purchasing one’s first bike to learning all its different components, 
Bicycling Big Book of Cycling for Beginners is the go-to guide for any beginning cyclist’s collection. The 
vast territory of cycling and its facets will become a welcome terrain for any rider who wants to ride 
smarter, faster, and safer using this incredible wealth of knowledge. As the sales of new bicycles 
increase every year, these helpful tips will educate and inform beginning cyclists so they perform to their 
maximum potential, all while having fun.

Trusted bicycle consultant Tori Bortman distills the essentials every beginning cyclist needs to know. 
She covers different types of rides, the components of bicycles, proper cycling clothing and equipment, 
basic road skills, nutrition, training, maintenance, and how to ride for a cause. She also explores how to 
approach cycling from the conceptual beginnings into tangible, real-time facts about riding as a new 
cyclist, as well as elaborating on the bountiful health benefits of cycling, including weight loss, stress 
reduction, and boosted immunity. This is the ultimate guide to bicycling know-how for beginning cyclists.

tORi BORtMan is a Portland, OR, bicycle consultant who owns Gracie’s Wrench, where she offers classes and 
one-on-one bicycle consultation.

b
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Paleo Dog
Give your Best Friend a long life, healthy weight, and Freedom from illness 
by nurturing his inner wolf

Jean hOFve, DvM, anD CeleSte yaRnall, PhD

For health-conscious pet owners, a natural, holistic guide to getting every canine back to 
his best, most primal state

From the tiniest teacup poodle to the most massive Great Dane, dogs’ digestive systems are pure wolf. 
Fido’s ancestors enjoyed a diet that was 45 to 50 percent protein, 40 to 50 percent fat, and less than 
10 percent carbohydrates. Walk down the pet food aisle, however, and you’ll find that typical commercial 
kibble is made mainly of starchy ingredients like peas, potatoes, corn, wheat, rice, and oats—nothing  
a prehistoric pup would dream of eating. This “healthy” mix is proving anything but: About 85 percent  
of dogs eat commercial dog food, and at least half of them are overweight or obese, with cancer killing 
42 percent of all dogs and half of dogs over the age of 10.

So how do you feed a wolf disguised as a pug? Paleo Dog guides readers through an assessment of their 
dogs’ diets and helps them find the right balance of healthy ingredients. In addition to recipes and nutrition 
info, the book offers advice on what treats are safe, training tips, the benefits of exercise, massage, and 
other alternative therapies, and how to ensure that dogs receive the love and attention they need. Paleo 
Dog is the ultimate manual for any pet owner who wants to give her pet the longest and best quality of life.

Jean hOFve, DvM, is a holistic veterinarian with over 20 years’ experience in conventional and alternative veterinary 
medicine and coauthor of The Complete Guide to Holistic Cat Care. She lives in Denver.

CeleSte yaRnall, PhD, is the author of Natural Dog Care and coauthor of The Complete Guide to Holistic Cat Care. 
She lives in Los Angeles, CA.
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Wheat Belly
lose the wheat, lose the weight, and Find your Path Back to health

williaM DaviS, MD

the mega-bestselling cardiologist’s plan to eliminate wheat from the diet to lose weight and 
reverse myriad health problems

When Wheat Belly was first published in 2011, it caused a huge sensation and changed the national 
conversation about health and weight loss. And Dr. Davis’ provocative indictment of one of the biggest 
staples in our diet continues to inspire countless people to “lose the wheat.” Now, this #1 New York 
Times bestseller is finally available in paperback.

Over 200 million Americans consume food products made of wheat every day. As a result, over 100 
million experience some form of adverse health effect, ranging from minor rashes to high blood sugar 
to unattractive stomach bulges that preventive cardiologist William Davis calls “wheat bellies.” According 
to Dr. Davis, that excess fat has nothing to do with gluttony, sloth, or too much butter: It’s due to the 
whole-grain wraps we eat for lunch.

After witnessing more than 2,000 patients regain health from giving up wheat, Dr. Davis reached the 
disturbing conclusion that wheat is the single largest contributor to the nationwide obesity epidemic—
and that elimination of wheat is key to dramatic weight loss and optimal health. In his national bestseller, 
Dr. Davis provides readers with a user-friendly, step-by-step plan to navigate a new wheat-free lifestyle. 
Informed by cutting-edge science and nutrition, Wheat Belly is an illuminating look at what is truly making 
Americans sick and an action plan to clear our plates of this seemingly benign ingredient.

williaM DaviS, MD, is a cardiologist who believes that health should be in the hands of the public, so he advocates 
unique, insightful, and cutting-edge strategies to help individuals discover the health hidden within them. Dr. Davis is 
the medical director for Track Your Plaque, an online heart disease prevention program, and writes frequently for 
national publications. His own blog, wheatbellyblog.com, has been visited by millions of people. Dr. Davis has also 
shared his passion for wheat-free living on national television shows including The Dr. Oz Show and CBS This Morning. 
He lives in Wisconsin.
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Lower your Blood Pressure naturally
Drop Pounds and Slash your Blood Pressure in 6 weeks without Drugs

SaRÍ haRRaR anD the eDitORS OF PReventiOn  
with Suzanne SteinBauM, DO

a proven, holistic program for the one in three americans with high blood pressure

We are in the midst of a blood pressure crisis. Nearly 70 million Americans have been diagnosed with 
hypertension, and just 56 percent of them have it under control. Hypertension is responsible for 69 percent 
of first heart attacks and 77 percent of first strokes. But there is good news: High blood pressure is very 
responsive to lifestyle changes. And the more changes you make, the greater your results.

Lower Your Blood Pressure Naturally provides readers with a comprehensive lifestyle plan. Readers will 
follow the Power Mineral Diet, which centers on 13 delicious, powerful, blood pressure–lowering foods, along 
with an easy, doable exercise program that combines the proven effectiveness of cardio, strength training, 
and yoga on blood pressure. Not only do these methods help lower blood pressure on their own, they pro-
mote fast, sustainable weight loss, which has an independent blood pressure–lowering effect.

With daily meal plans; flavorful, versatile spice blends; and 50 recipes, plus Power Mineral smoothies 
and desserts, the plan proves that a heart-healthy diet need not be bland or boring. Lower Your Blood 
Pressure Naturally offers one of the easiest and most effective ways to conquer hypertension yet.

SaRÍ haRRaR is the author of Relief at Last and The Sugar Solution and has written for O: The Oprah Magazine, 
Reader’s Digest, Women’s Health, Fitness, and many more. She lives in Pennsylvania.

Suzanne SteinBauM, DO, is an attending cardiologist and the director of Women and Heart Disease at Lenox Hill 
Hospital in New York City.
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yummy Supper
100 Fresh, luscious & honest Recipes from a Gluten-Free Omnivore

eRin SCOtt

Fresh and modern any-time-of-day recipes for the entire family from the new face of gluten-
free, erin Scott

Every health-related culinary trend reaches a tipping point at which it must either evolve or become a 
cultural cliché; in the case of gluten-free eating, award-winning blogger Erin Scott is the new face of modern, 
fresh, gluten-free cooking and living. With influences ranging from a career in the high fashion and design 
industries to 25 years living in Berkeley, CA, in the shadow of Chez Panisse, Erin has devoted her life to 
family-friendly gluten-free cooking as realized through fresh, seasonal, real food; honest ingredients; and 
simple and delicious recipes devoid of the usual gums normally used as fillers in stodgy gluten-free cooking.

The first gluten-free cookbook so enticing that it transcends the genre, Yummy Supper is about bounty, 
flavor, and fun. Based on Scott’s award-winning blog of the same name, it has the same clean, gifty 
visual aesthetic. These are recipes that emphasize naturally gluten-free ingredients and, like her blog, 
will appeal not only to gluten intolerants and celiacs but also to anyone just looking for a great recipe.

With practical chapters like “Slurp,” “Nut,” “Egg,” and “Sea,” Scott’s book covers the entire family 
meal with instructions and asides that are flexible, playful, and tasty, and it includes mouthwatering 
dishes such as Watermelon Punch with Fresh Lime and Mint, Poached Eggs with Lemony Spinach & 
Crispy Hash Browns, Parmesan Polenta with Garlicky Rapini and Black Olives, Peanut Butter Cups with 
Dark Chocolate and Flaky Sea Salt, and much more.

eRin SCOtt writes and photographs the award-winning blog Yummy Supper. After working at Elle, she contributed 
to numerous places, from Kinfolk and Glamour to Gourmet.com, TasteSpotting, Foodgawker, and Fine Cooking. She 
lives in Berkeley, CA, with her husband and children.
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Inches Off! your arms and Back
the Revolutionary 5-Minute Formula for a Sexy, Sculpted upper Body

JORGe CRuiSe

the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The 100 and Inches Off! Your Tummy takes on 
granny arms!

Jorge Cruise continues his new Inches Off! fitness and weight-loss series with one simple piece of 
advice: Work smarter, not harder. With his revolutionary 5-Minute Fitness Formula, he shatters the con-
ventional wisdom that rapid, lasting weight-loss can be achieved only through hours and hours in the 
gym, day after day. In Inches Off! Your Arms & Back, Cruise unveils the most effective exercise formula 
to tone up flabby arms and sculpt stronger, more defined shoulders. He uses compound exercises at a 
high intensity level to reach two goals: work the upper body to build strength and definition, and also 
give readers a total-body workout to increase metabolic fat burn all day long. He also shows how to avoid 
the hidden sugars in foods that signal the body to store fat. The payoff: visible results in 6 days, exercis-
ing just 5 minutes per day.

Praise for Jorge Cruise:

“Jorge Cruise has answers that really work and take almost no time. i recommend them highly.”
—Andrew Weil, MD

“Jorge Cruise sets you up to win!” —Anthony Robbins

JORGe CRuiSe is one of the most popular fitness and weight-loss authors in the world. His book franchises include 
The 100, the 8 Minutes in the Morning books, and The Belly Fat Cure series, all of which were New York Times best-
sellers. He has appeared on Oprah, The Dr. Oz Show, CNN, Good Morning America, and The View. He has also been 
featured in USA Today, Prevention, Self, Shape, and Cosmopolitan. He lives in San Diego.
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XL Love
how the Obesity Crisis is Complicating america’s love life 

SaRah vaRney

an exploration of an overlooked consequence of the obesity crisis: unsatisfying and dysfunc-
tional love lives

With two out of every three Americans overweight or obese, it’s all hands on deck—scientists are 
studying how excess fat changes physical and mental health, demographers are calculating how it’s 
shortening life spans, and economists are debating the impact it has on America’s productivity and 
global competitiveness. But how weight affects intimacy and sexuality is barely discussed.

Yet it’s a question of high importance for the tens of millions of Americans who are overweight or obese 
and having difficulty sexually and romantically. It is changing and complicating the mating game and mar-
ried life alike; stunting the ability of young people to find happiness; and tipping some heavy, but otherwise 
happy, couples into divorce. For many, a larger body has meant a more troubled mind: a decline in sexual 
quality, an increase in self-loathing, and a tendency to let these factors stand in the way of love.

In XL Love, Varney travels the country and tells the personal stories of men and women who are expe-
riencing what millions of others feel every day, along with the stories of those who are in the business 
of helping them: physicians, researchers, scientists, psychologists, sociologists, and more. Analytic and 
immersive, personal and eye-opening, XL Love tackles the question: How is sex changing in America as 
the shape of Americans changes?

SaRah vaRney is a senior correspondent with Kaiser Health News. She also reports for NPR’s science and health 
desk and the New York Times, Washington Post, USA Today, and McClatchy newspapers. She has reported exten-
sively on health policy and health disparities within the public health sphere, and she has contributed multiple stories 
to NPR’s “Living Large,” a series on how obesity is changing life in America. She lives in San Francisco.
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The Messy Baker
More than 75 Delicious Recipes from a Real Kitchen

ChaRMian ChRiStie

a celebration of real baking in all its messy, boisterous, and delicious glory

Since when did every cookie on the plate have to be just like the next? Or each layer of cake exactly 
the same height? Each piecrust an impeccable work of art and encircled by stunningly perfect pastry 
leaves? To the uninitiated, all that fastidious, spotless baking is intimidating, not to mention exhausting. 
The Messy Baker celebrates baking as it happens in the real world—sweet, messy, fun, not always gor-
geous, but a way to show love. Which doesn’t make it any less delicious; to the contrary, Charmian 
Christie’s flavor combinations rise far above the ordinary. Why have a raspberry galette when you can 
enjoy a raspberry-rhubarb galette with drippy, unctuous walnut frangipane? Or how about a Brie and 
walnut whiskey tart? It’s all yours without the rigid perfectionism or complicated instructions of other 
gourmet cookbooks.

Christie’s warm, irreverent voice brings the fun back into baking at a time when home cooks—pulled 
from pillar to post by jobs and errands—need to have fun. The Messy Baker is a full-service book that 
not only guides the reader through simple, delicious recipes but is also there to help out when things go 
wrong. For anyone who gave in frustration when that cake collapsed or the frosting smeared, Christie’s 
practical advice is here to rescue even the worst disaster and inspire the baker to try the next recipe.

ChaRMian ChRiStie is the author of the food blog TheMessyBaker.com. Her writing has been featured in publica-
tions like Natural Health, Relish, More, Edible Toronto, and the Globe and Mail, and she is a founding team member 
of Taste Canada, the Food Writing Awards.
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The Supercharged Hormone Diet
a 30-Day accelerated Plan to lose weight, Restore Metabolism & Feel 
younger longer

DR. nataSha tuRneR

an intensive 30-day plan to balance hormones so readers can start feeling revitalized right away

Natasha Turner, ND, returns with a revolutionary follow-up to her phenomenal first book, The Hormone 
Diet, in which she teaches readers the ins and outs of how and why their hormones play the biggest part 
in their weight-loss woes. Now, in The Supercharged Hormone Diet, she gives readers the information 
they need to get their hormones back on track—in 30 days flat.

In this busy, fast-paced world, we don’t always have time to research the science behind our diets. 
We want to lose weight sooner and faster. Dr. Turner has created an accelerated hormone diet with the 
same basic principles as the original (eating the right foods to correct hormonal imbalances), and she’s 
plucked out the most important information from The Hormone Diet. This supercharged plan includes 
questionnaires and assessments to get readers started, a higher-protein detox than the original, key 
tips for sleep and exercise, a handy food list, a new 2-week meal plan, a chart to help readers stay on 
top of their goals, and many new hormone-diet-friendly recipes.

The Supercharged Hormone Diet gives readers exactly what they need—a quick-start plan with a 
30-day time frame.

DR. nataSha tuRneR is a leading naturopathic doctor and founder of Clear Medicine, a Canadian-based wellness 
boutique that provides integrated health care. She is also the author of two international bestselling books, The 
Hormone Diet and The Carb Sensitivity Program. She lives in Toronto with her husband.
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natural Prophets
From health Foods to whole Foods—how the Pioneers of the industry 
Changed the way we eat and Reshaped american Business

JOe DOBROw

lessons from the unprecedented success (and a few failures) of the natural foods revolution

From a handful of idealistic farmers and local co-ops in the 1960s to juggernauts like Whole Foods, 
the wild success of the natural and organic foods industry proves that principled business is not just 
possible but profitable. With nearly unfettered double-digit annual growth, the development of this 
now–$88 billion industry is one of the most remarkable untold stories in American business history. 
Trailblazers like Mo Siegel of Celestial Seasonings, Gary Hirshberg of Stonyfield Farms, and John Mackey 
of Whole Foods openly challenged the interests of Big American Agribusiness, transformed food manu-
facturing and retailing, and rewrote the playbook for small entrepreneurs.

Dobrow, a 20-year veteran of the natural foods industry, characterizes the radical vision of these 
“natural prophets” as one part anti-industrial activism, one part bold opportunism, and one part new-era 
marketing genius. The triple bottom line—people, planet, profit—emerged as a major new lodestone for 
successful, values-based business practices.

Natural Prophets is a fascinating narrative account of these upstart Davids that distills lessons about 
management, marketing, and entrepreneurial growth and offers a lively, urgent profile of an industry that 
continues to change the way we eat, the way we live, and the way we think about ourselves.

JOe DOBROw is a marketer, management scholar, historian, and journalist who worked with some of the most promi-
nent natural foods retailers in the US, including Whole Foods and Sprouts Farmers Market. He is the recipient of 
numerous awards, including Advertising Age’s Eco-Marketer of the Year (2007) and the Hub Prize for Retail Excellence 
(2011, 2012). He lives near Phoenix and in the Washington, DC, area.
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